for arbitrary continuous function a: <0, •») -»-<1, <*>), where A is continuous, A(t) > 0 for t a 1, we assume that the function A is nondecreasing (the fact that B = B(,...,y B ) will be denoted shortly B = BU.OjJg)), (iv) y :N x <0, <*>)-•-<0, <*>) is continuous for each fixed n e N, 0 < f{n»y) ^ v(n»y) for n 6 N, 0 < y < y < <*», Y(n,a(t)y) ^C(a(t)) y(n,y) for arbitrary continuous function a: <0, «»)-*• <0, <»), where C is continuous, nonnegative and nondecreasing function, (v) K:N*W-^H and there exist functions p, o defined on II such that 0 < K(ai,n) £ p(m)q (n) for n Q ^ n £ m, n,m e N, (vi) K:N* N-<0, o»), A m K(m,n) =K(m+1,n) -K(m,n) it 0 for n < m, n,m e M, (vii) h k :.N-»<0, k e S. Theorem 1. Let the assumptions (i)-(iv), (vii) be satisfied. If n -1 n-1 We define and n-1 s Consequently, inequality (1) takes the form n-1
Prom the definition (4), (i) and (vii) it follows that? (6) a'm) s a(n) for m ^ n, m,n e N, whence, we immediately get a(d k (n)) <; a(n), n e N, k e S.
Prom (5) and (6) we obtain for n e N, k e S
Summing nov/ the above inequality from n Q to n-1 and multin-1 plying next by J~~f h(j) we have the following estimation G=n 0 of a(n)
Applying estimation (9) in (5) we obtain
• n n hfe iv^^^^f^j.^d^))).
It can be easy checked from (10) and preliminary hypotheses that
This together with (iv) and (11) leads us to the following ineq uality
Since C is nondecreasing we obtain consequently froa ( 
are ths same as in
The orerc 1.
Proof. Let us denote n-1
Observe that by (12) we have
This leads us to -the inequality
Analogously as in Theorem 1 we obtain an estimation
Wow, it suffices to compare this estimation with (14), (16) to obtain (15).
Theorem-4. Let the assumptions (i)-(iv), (vi), (vii) be satisfied. If As an example illustrating great use 3 ulna: 2 of those theora^s we consider the equation 
lis r(t; ^ 00, t -00 where Hf(n), r(n) are defined in (3), n-1 n-1 s
then every solution of equation (17) If we ess urne that ^ j<( j .
[a]^ ) c 00 for every nonnegative constant a, then 1 -n "0 ;:h:oreui 7 holds for all solution such that x(n )>f(n ) y (n ,0
